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Source: Sina Digital Author: Baggio2015-08-02 View: 0. Microsoft has officially started pushing Windows 10 installation packages for users around the world, including in China, with significantly more attention paid to Windows 10 than previous Win 7 and Win 8. Microsoft has stated that Windows 10 is by far the best operating system. But
many users still have a lot of doubts about Windows 10, will this system really work? Is it worth upgrading? Where does it change compared to Win 8? Sina Digital will give you hands-on experience. Before the Chinese home version of the experience, it is still necessary to nag users about some of the most important issues: 1, do not
recommend pirated users update, because the update is only piracy. 2, Win 7 and Win 8.1 users can upgrade for free. 3, don't worry about configuration issues, as long as your computer can run Win 7, then you can run Windows 10 smoothly. For more information on Windows 10, move on (Digital Gang: Can piracy go up? Windows 10
update cheat) powered by a fast, menu launch back from information published earlier, Windows 10 is most concerned about the return of the launch menu and power speed, if you do Apple iOS and Windows users, you will find to win 7 launch slow people crazy, although Win 8 has improved since then, but at the beginning of the
cancellation menu is still many users. The regression of the launch menu is good because Microsoft has recognized these shortcomings, Windows 10 not only restores the classics of the launch menu, but also adapts to the needs of different scenes with new arrangements and live tiles. The new Start menu is divided into two sections,
with the traditional Start Menu feature on the left, which is almost indevi oddly different from the Start Win7 menu and includes elements such as file manager, all programs, recent use, and more. What's more, here users can find familiar keys and turn-off settings. The size can be configured, while the correct section is an area where the
user pins itself shortcuts to widely used software, can be configured, and blocks of sections are controlled. Apps installed in the Store can also be attached here for simple calls. By default, it integrates pre-installed apps such as browsers, video players, OneNote notes, weather, games, mobile assistants, and more. The new menu can
also be customized and dragged by a mouse. Collectively, the Windows 10 launch menu retains the traditional start menu items presented by Win 7, and integrates with the shared elements of the Win8 app, so win 7 and Win 8 users can get started quickly, and it's worth noting that Windows 10 is an excellent extension of Win8 power
speed and More comfortable taskbars and desktops have already felt win10 massive design changes in the previous preview experience, and the changes can be seen in the official version as more practical. Most obviously, the battery icon and battery display number are enlarged, so the handling is undoubtedly more attractive and more
appropriate to the actual user needs. Task View has new task view and Mac OS features. Os. At its 10th launch, Microsoft repeatedly emphasized a new multi-part mission and workspace switching interface designed for traditional and corporate users. The ERA of WIN7 split-screen has also been optimized, Win10 already supports four
parts of the screen, that is, you can attach up to 4 software on the desktop, the operation is to drag the application to the right side of the screen, the left side will show the current running program, you can switch faster. In Win7 and Win8, we saw a flag called Operations Center that pushes users to notifications about system security and
the like. In Win10, this feature has been expanded, which is the notification center that we're seeing now. The icon for the new Notification Center notification center is on the right side of the taskbar and what the message bubble looks like, and when you click on it, the notification center pops up on the right side of the screen. In addition
to integrating widely used settings, traditional Win7 and Win8 settings, such as VPNs and proxies, are also integrated into the notification center. The new Edge browser in Windows 10, 10 is also based on gaming ambition, and at several launches we've seen a series of Microsoft efforts for gaming users, with Windows 10 built into the
Xbox app. The app allows Xbox Live users to chat between them to see game achievements and video clips. For custom game clips, comments and sharing can be achieved. Allows many users to play the game on different devices at the same time Windows 10 also supports Xbox One games to run on any Windows 10 PC or tablet
device as a stream, and allows many users to play the game on different devices at the same time, on devices on non-Xbox One platforms, with only one external controller. Some problems of any products and things at the beginning of appearance will face one or the other problem, Windows 10 is no exception in the Sina digital trial for a
few hours, although no user reflection can not start normally, was restarting the phenomenon, but often will not be unexplained Caton, screen flash screen, mouse pointer virtual problem, which is also due to incompatibility with the previous Win 8 driver video card. In addition to technical problems, Windows 10 still needs improvement in
some details, such as the browser edge reading mode may not be on the page, I believe that these details will be gradually improved with subsequent updates. Summary: Win10, a system with forced and grounded air, has both new features that will keep up with the times and caters to public work habits, whether it's the regression of the
launch menu or the Cortana-centric smart search and the new Edge browser, we can see Microsoft full of sincerity, at least so far, Win10 fully meets my expectations. The suspect, Ma, has identified a crime scene. Formation of the police dam for the Tuhualong network - a new client of Chongqing December 17 at 10 o'time (reporter). vpn
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